
£0.46
Unit Price

for 1000 pieces

40mm x 60mm

End Fold

Printed Cotton Label

£0.43
Unit Price

for 1000 pieces

40mm x 100mm

350 microns

FSC Mix Swing Ticket

Unit Price

for 1000 pieces

20mm x 60mm

End Fold

Broadloom Woven Label

£0.33

MOQ
100 pieces

LEAD
TIME
3-4 weeks

A HOW-TO
GUIDE
We launched our product configurator in order to

support smaller fashion brands who need an

easier way to source sustainable garment trims.

On weavabel.online, you can configure woven

labels and swing tickets, calculate the pricing

and then place your order. If you are unsure what

options to choose, this guide should answer any

questions that you may have!

CHOOSING
QUALITIES

There is a range of sustainable

qualities to choose from on our

configurator. We can either

recommend a quality to use or you

can order a sample pack to choose

from. Our FAQ's section below

might help if you don't understand

some of the technical terms. 

UPLOADING
ARTWORK

Artwork needs to be supplied in a

high-resolution vectorised format.

To use our artwork tool, the file

format needs to be an SVG file.

Alternatively, you can send us an AI

file after placing your order. This

needs to reference Pantone colours

and have all fonts converted to

outlines.

SELECTING
QUANTITIES

On our online configurator, our

minimum order quantity on

bespoke labels and swing tickets is

100 pieces per design. However,

we would recommend ordering a

higher quantity such as 500 pieces,

if your budget allows, as this will

be more economical for you.

EXAMPLE PRICING

The pricing on our website includes an origination charge for bespoke production runs. This

charge covers the cost of producing a digital proof, dying the yarns for production and any

related sampling costs. The price which is calculated does not include shipping fees, this is

added at the checkout stage, as well as VAT. 

It is important to note that for any orders placed outside of the UK, the total amount that you

pay does not include the cost of import duties and taxes. You will receive a separate invoice

for this from the courier company once your order has been despatched. 



FAQ'S
Digital Proof - This is a PDF

showing the final layout for

you to approve.

Digital Proof & Sample

Photo - This option includes

a digital proof to sign off,

and then we will send a

photograph of a sample to

be approved before we

begin the bulk production.

What are the different

sampling options available?

1.

2.

What is the sample pack option?

This gives you the option to order a variety of

examples from our Eco ranges. These samples

aren't bespoke to your brand but give you a

good assurance of our quality.

Can I get a sample produced from my

artwork?

Yes, you can place a sample order before

placing your bulk order, just simply email

your design to sales@weavabel.com and we

can pick this up for you. 

How long will it take for my samples to

arrive?

We aim to dispatch sample packs within 24

hours. The lead time for bespoke samples is

2-4 weeks.

For label and swing tickets, our

standard lead time is 3-4 weeks for

bulk production.

For unbranded stock items, we aim

for a despatch within 24 hours from

our UK warehouse.

What is the lead time for bulk

orders?

1.

2.

Is delivery included in the

calculated price?

Delivery is an additional cost that

will be added when you proceed to

checkout. It varies dependent on

where you are based and the

number of pallets your order will

require.

What are the poly bags made of?

Our unbranded range of poly bags are

made with recycled LDPE. POLY
BAGS
MOQ: 500pcs

Thickness: 0.05mm

Flap: 50mm

Small (250mm x 350mm)

Medium (300mm x 380mm)

Large (390mm x 550mm)

Extra Large (500mm x 700mm)

What sizes are the poly bags?

There are 4 sizes available to order: 

1.

2.

3.

4.



LABELS

SWING
TICKETS
MOQ: 500pcs

Recycled, Straw and

Bamboo Paper options

What is the difference between

Broadloom and Needleloom woven

labels?

The main difference is the finish along

the label's edge. Broadloom has a

heat-cut edge, while Needleloom has a

woven edge. Needleloom tends to be

slightly more expensive but it has the

softest finish making it the best option

for swimwear, underwear and baby

clothing as it doesn't irritate the skin. 

MOQ: 100pcs

Brand, Care and

Size Labels

What is a standard size for a swing

ticket?

We would recommend a 70mm x 50mm

swing ticket. 

What thickness would you recommend

for swing tickets?

It really depends on the type of material

that you choose, but a 350 microns is a

good weight as this feels sturdy and

substantial in the hand.

What is a standard size for a brand

label?

A common size is a 50mm x 30mm label

with either a straight-cut edge or end folds.

What is a standard size for a

care label?

A common size is a 60mm x

30mm label with a centre fold.

What are the size labels made of?

The stock size labels are made with 100% recycled

polyester yarns.

What sizes are available?

The size labels are available in both

numeric and alpha sizing, ranging

from sizes 6-16 and from XS to 2XL.

They are 10mm square with a 5mm

seam sew-in allowance.

What colours are available?

The size labels are available in black

(with white text) and white (with black

text). They are double-sided so that

they can be sewn next to or

underneath a brand label. 

SIZE LABELS


